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What is it? 
Based on my Hazy Fuzz Experience - the first pedal I brought to market back in 2008 - and my 
discontinued dual footswitch Crazy Eight, this new version encompasses everything I’ve learned 
about octavia fuzz in one awesome pedal. The Tortuga Custom Shop Crazy Eight™ is an out-of-
control fuzz and octavia that will put a “haze” over your tone like no other. With a toggle switch for an 
octave-up octavia tone, the sonic combinations for fuzz insanity are almost limitless. The Tortuga 
Custom Shop Crazy Eight™ also works beautifully as a solo enhancer and booster to help you cut 
through the mix and really take people’s heads off.  !
How does it work? 
Check to see if your Crazy Eight™ came with a 9 Volt battery. If for some reason it didn’t, make sure 
to use an alkaline battery or just use the DC power jack.  
Important: Only use a 9 Volt, negative tip DC adaptor like the Boss PSA 120.  
At first glance the controls may not seem to make much sense. Here’s a breakdown of what they do... !
Left Knob = Fuzz control 
Right Knob = Intensity control 
Insanity/Fuzz Toggle = Switches between octavia fuzz and fuzz 
Enter = Plug your guitar into this 
Medicate = Negative tip 9v power input 
Exit = Out to your amp !
The controls of the Crazy Eight are pretty self explanatory when you start adjusting them. For a thick 
fuzz tone, Try turning the Fuzz knob up 3/4 of the way and the Intensity knob about half way up. For a 
cutting solo boost, switch on the Insanity and take it for a ride.  !
What if it breaks? 
All Tortuga Effects have a Three Year Warranty. I want you to be confident in the fact that your pedal 
will always work, so if you have any problems with it (“problems” do not include dropping it, backing 
over it with your truck or dropping it and backing over it with your truck) please contact an authorized 
Tortuga Effects dealer or just contact me directly and I’ll get it taken care of.  !
Enjoy your cool new noisemaker! !
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